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Here again, it becomes apparent that the softest rubber is also the one with the 
highest trajectory: JOOLA RHZYM 375 is clearly in first position before RHYZM-TECH 
and RHYZM 425, followed by RHYZM-P and RHYZM with harder sponge. 

In respect of speed JOOLA RHYZM with 
the hardest sponge is ahead, followed 
by the spin machines, JOOLA RHYZM-P 
and JOOLA RHYZM-TECH. RHYZM 375 and 
RHYZM 425 are rated as the controlled 
versions of the series.

RHYZM TECH, followed by RHYZM-P, are 
two rubbers reaching the highest values, 
due to their surface structure maximally 
supporting spin generation. Followed by 
RHYZM, RHYZM 425 and RHYZM 375.

RHYZM

RHYZM 425

RHYZM 375

RHYZM-P

RHYZM-TECH

RHYZM TECH
RHYZM 375

RHYZM 425
RHYZM-P

RHYZM

RHYZM

RHYZM 425

RHYZM 375

RHYZM-P

RHYZM-TECH

SpeedTrajectory Spin

Test of the RHYZM-Family 
The different results of our rubber test regarding trajectory, spin and speed are not 
considered to be an assessment. They are only an approach to illustrate the small 
and subtle differences. Playing systems are customized; therefore every player 

needs a different rubber with different playing features. Players acting in half dis-
tance tend to prefer soft, grippy rubbers with higher arcs. Players that rather play 
hard stroke spins at the table tend to harder and faster materials.

Another chapter in the success story of the popular Rhyzm rubber is written by the JOOLA Rhyzm-Tech. 
Due to modifications of the sponge, which has again been designed with considerably larger pores, a 
real catapult machine has been developed. The JOOLA Rhyzm-Tech is a rubber that supports any rotation 
input in all situations and therefore gives all active topspin players an extra boost. 
The JOOLA Rhyzm-Tech is a challenge to overcome. Once this is managed, you can reach a new, signi-
ficantly higher level.

RHYZM – on the market for 5 years and already almost a classic! 
The focus fell on development and improvement of the sponge up until now, whereas here a much im-
proved rubber surface has been precisely worked upon. This has lead to the rubber having substantially 
more grip, with which not only more spin can be generated, but also better control and the durability is 
improved.Ideal also for use with the new Poly-ball.

RHYZM-TECH

RHYZM-P

RUBBERS4

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 42,5° ALL - OFF ex. FAST EXTREME EXTRA HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 45° ALL - OFF ex. EXTREME EXTRA HIGH



Especially developed for the topspin player who plays an aggressive offensive game with extreme 
power, dynamics and rotation. The new, extremely grippy and spin elastic upper rubber combined 
with the 48° sponge provides rotation and piercing force as never before. Despite the sensational 
power, JOOLA RHYZM offers extreme control in passive play, whether in a short touch game over the 
table, chopping or offensive topspin game. At all times JOOLA RHYZM provides a new dimension of 
playing fun.
The JOOLA RHYZM brings rhythm to the game.

The advanced and grippy Rhyzm surface combined with the soft large-pored sponge,  provide a special 
“groove” at the table. It is an absolute top rubber for those players who can’t do without the feeling and 
the sound of a soft sponge, and who prefer a rubber with a high ball flight when applying topspin to 
the ball. The ball contact time, extended by the soft sponge, provides precise ball response and highest 
control values in all playing situations. Especially when blocking, in counter duels or in return of service, 
the enhanced ball control is noticeable.

The JOOLA Rhyzm 425 is the ideal compromise for all players that expect a best possible ball response, but 
at the same time cannot do without the power of an extremely hard sponge, as preferred by table tennis 
professionals. The speed and hardness of the JOOLA Rhyzm 425 can be classified between the JOOLA Rhy-
zm and the rather softer Rhyzm 375. The advanced Rhyzm surface guarantees full dynamics, extreme spin 
and fun when applying different spins. The Rhyzm 425 unfolds it‘s full potential especially in topspin rallies. 
With this rubber you experience the exceptional “Rhyzm feeling”. Choose the Rhyzm 425 and experience 
fun in playing like never before! 

RHYZM 375

RHYZM

RHYZM 425 
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COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

2.0/max. 48° OFF- - OFF ex. EXTREME EXTRA HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

2.0/max. 37,5° ALL - OFF FAST EXTRA HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

2.0/max. 42,5° ALL - OFF ex. FAST/EXTREME EXTRA HIGH



Latest rubber technology paired with a distinctive sound: 
Experience the Samba feeling at it’s purest with the JOOLA Samba Tech.
This rubber is a great overall package. The soft, large pored 37.5° sponge ensures a prolonged ball 
contact and produces an excellent ball feedback. Great control values can be reached in passive, as 
well as in active game situations. At the same time, it has been possible to generate extra power 
for offensive play due to the newly devised rubber surface. An ideal mixture for all players who lay 
value on controlled offensive play.
The JOOLA Samba Tech offers pure playing enthusiasm with cutting edge technology!

The 41 degree version of the newest Samba development offers an extremely balanced relation ship of 
feedback with a soft sponge and acceleration in the active game. The very good to control own-catapult 
makes the JOOLA SAMBA 19 to a rubber, that not only forgives inaccuracies when carrying out a shot, 
but also corrects them.
Blue sponge, latest Japanese rubber technology with special factory tuning methods and a very good 
value for money are the trademarks of the new Samba version.

The JOOLA SAMBA 27, which can easily be recognised by it’s red sponge, has been brought on to the 
market specifically developed for players who want to use the advantages of hard rubbers. The 48 de-
gree version was able to positively convince particularly athletic topspin players, who were thrilled by 
the direct and exact power transmission from the rubber on the ball. The consequence: spin and speed 
can be precisely dosed and controlled – the placement accuracy is impressive!

SAMBA TECH

SAMBA 19

SAMBA 27
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COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 37,5° ALL - OFF FAST EXTRA HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 41° ALL - OFF FAST/EXTREME EXTRA HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 48° OFF- - OFF ex. EXTREME EXTRA HIGH



Comparing trajectories of all Samba rubbers reveal that the new SAMBA 19 has 
the highest trajectory, due to the soft sponge and grip of the new upper rubber. 
In relation the trajectory of the SAMBA 27 is much flatter, the flight time of the 
ball shorter and therefore speed is higher.
Regarding trajectory features the new SAMBA TECH is exactly in between the 
SAMBA 19 and SAMBA 27.

Speed measurement illustrates that the 
SAMBA 19 with the flattest trajectory is 
also ahead regarding speed. Number 
two after SAMBA TECH. 

In respect of spin SAMBA TECH is num-
ber one, followed by SAMBA 27 and 
SAMBA 19. The extraordinary good spin 
values of the new Samba rubbers are 
definitely due to the new upper rubber, 
causing enhanced contact of the ball 
with the upper rubber. 

SAMBA

SAMBA 19

SAMBA 27

SAMBA PLUS

SAMBA TECH

Speed

SAMBA PLUS
SAMBA 19

SAMBA TECH
SAMBA

SAMBA 27

Trajectory

SAMBA

SAMBA 19

SAMBA 27

SAMBA PLUS

SAMBA TECH

Spin

Nothing sounds better! The most popular JOOLA rubber, due not only to its fantastic sound when speed 
glued but also because of its longevity, excellent spin and optimal feeling. For years players around 
the world have appreciated the combination of non-skidding upper rubber and the soft, super-elastic 
caoutchouc underlay. And for many players the SAMBA is still the ultimate because of its spin features.

Finally the big brother of the most played JOOLA rubber in recent decades is available. JOOLA classic now 
with incorporated speed gluing effect, that brings back the legendary Samba Sound into table tennis 
halls. The new SAMBA PLUS outshines all previous sound machines. Development and testing by a 
team of rubber developers, led by table tennis legend Jörg Rosskopf, has been a lengthy process but the 
new SAMBA PLUS is now ready for the market. The result is an optimum composition of feeling, speed 
and rotation with phenomenal sound and effect. The SAMBA PLUS sets new standards in development 
of soft rubbers with incorporated speed glue effect.

SAMBA

SAMBA PLUS

Test of Sambas Rubbers 
The different results of our rubber test regarding trajectory, spin and speed are 
not considered to be an assessment. They are only an approach to illustrate the 
small and subtle differences. Playing systems are individual; therefore every play-

er needs a different rubber with different playing features. Players acting in half 
distance tend to prefer soft, grippy rubbers with higher trajectory. Players that 
rather play hard stroke spins at the table tend to harder and faster materials.

RUBBERS 7

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 38° DEF - OFF FAST EXTRA HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 35° ALL - OFF FAST EXTRA HIGH



The rubber with the softest sponge of the MAXXX series (40°). Recommended for aggressive allrounders 
who lay emphasis on control but don’t want to do without the necessary power in performance.

The dynamic 45° Medium Geo Sponge in combination with the new upper rubber surface provides the 
optimum mixxx of power, spin and ball response. Ideal for spin-oriented attackers, also playing from 
half distance, who lay empha sis on ball feeling.

The fastest and most dynamic rubber of the MAXXX series. The rubber is hard due to the 50° sponge, 
which is being used for the first time worldwide. However, the new dynamic macropore comb combi-
nation (Geo Sponge Technology) and the new pimple geometry (Geo-Force Technology) provide extre-
me sensitive feeling and good spin. Ideal for players with a busy training schedule who prefer harder 
rubbers and have been on the lookout for the 3 X-factors of a rubber.

The JOOLA-MAXXX rubbers with the Triple X Factor!
MaXXXimum power, MaXXXimum control and MaXXXimum spin are now being completed with a 
new variation that is even more dangerous.
The new GeoGrip-Power-Technology with the even more intense friction surface is ideal in connec-
tion with the special pimple arrangement and the large macropore structure of the sponge for per-
fect topspin balls at the highest speed. These characteristics come to be an advantage especially 
when playing with the new Poly-ball.
Due to it being a slightly softer version with a sponge hardness of 42,5°, the MAXXX®-P is ideal for 
ambitioned players, who lay emphasis on control and ball feeling.

MAXXX 400

MAXXX 450

MAXXX 500

MAXXX-P
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COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 40° ALL - OFF FAST/EXTREME EXTRA HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 45° OFF- - OFF ex. EXTREME EXTRA HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

2.0/max. 50° OFF - OFF ex. EXTREME EXTRA HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 42,5° OFF- / OFF EXTREME EXTRA HIGH



The new JOOLA Golden Tango is „Made in Germany“, combining the advantages of 
a tacky upper rubber, usually characteristic of Chinese rubbers, with the enormous 
elasticity and speed of a Tensor sponge.

This interaction results in a completely new sensation. The tacky surface offers ma-
ximum grip thus enabling loaded topspin and undercut strokes at the most extre-
me blade angles. JOOLA Golden Tango produces incredible rotation and an arched 
trajectory. The molecular structure of the energetic sponge underlay makes JOOLA 
Golden Tango extremely elastic and provides sufficient speed reserves to counter un-
expected spin attacks. The sponge is very forgiving, therefore it also offers maximum 
control for all cut variations either at the table or from half-distance.

GOLDEN TANGO 

Golden Tango – MORE ROTATION DUE TO 

STICKY RUBBER TECHNOLOGY
When the ball hits the rubber surface this is also called „coupling“ in modern table tennis. Coupling is favoured by the sticky 
surface of the JOOLA Golden Tango (Sticky Rubber Technology). 
Especially at the most extreme topspin strokes slipping of the ball is prevented and the reliable grip of the ball is improved. 
The result is increased spin effect for all strokes.

Phase I Phase II

Vertically positioned polymer strands at the surface 

of the Golden Tango (nanoscale) interlock with the 

surface structure of the ball and provide enlarged 

adhesive forces (stickiness).
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STICKY RUBBER
TECHNOLOGY

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 54° DEF - OFF ex. FAST EXTRA HIGH
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Since the banning of speed glue, the X-PLODE with incorporated speed glue effect caused a sensation 
among players, who were seeking an alternative for the speed provided by speed gluing. The spin 
elastic, very grippy upper rubber in combination with the medium hard, large-pored sponge characterise 
the X-PLODE. The unprecedented catapult effect and the sensational spin provide “x-plosive” strokes 
with unrivalled rotation.

X-PLODE

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 47,5° ALL - OFF ex. EXTREME EXTRA HIGH

The softer version of the X-PLODE! 
The sensitive-touch effect conveys ball feeling of a special kind. While the first ball contact is extremely 
sensitive and therefore controlled, the rubber shows its full power at the ball take-off: the ball catapults 
like an “ex-plo-sion” off the rubber. The latest JOOLA Green Power technology in the X-PLODE SENSITIVE 
provides an unique, incorporated speed glue effect!

X-PLODE SENSITIVE

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 40° ALL - OFF FAST EXTRA HIGH

Speed glue effect is incorporated to a new dimension: ENERGY in „GREEN POWER“ technology. With 
ENERGY GREEN POWER almost 100% of the possible increase in performance achieved by fresh gluing 
is permanently built in. Specially suited to players that prefer spin attack but demand control and 
precision. 
ENERGY GREEN POWER – the new era has begun.

ENERGY

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 42,5° ALL - OFF MEDIUM EXTRA HIGH

The ENERGY X-TRA is the next-stage development of the ENERGY, the alternative to speed gluing. The 
37.5° soft sponge with the inclusive speed glue effect provides for even more spin and speed. It is es-
pecially suited to players who put emphasis on control in their strokes without giving up the advantages 
of speed gluing. 
Green Power – incorporated speed glue effect.

ENERGY X-TRA

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 37,5° DEF ex. - OFF MEDIUM EXTRA HIGH



JOOLA MAMBO is manufactured in Japan using a revolutionary technology: The proportion of chemical 
packing material in the sponge and in the upper rubber are increased to the maximum permitted 
levels. This technique has a positive influence on the feeling of the ball and the sound without losing 
flexibility and speed. The result is a super-flexible and perfect rubber.

MAMBO 
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COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 40 ALL - OFF ex. MEDIUM HIGH

JOOLA MAMBO H is a high technology High Friction rubber. The sponge is slightly harder than that of 
conventional Mambo. With a special gluing technique the upper rubber, which is already designed for 
extreme tension, is then combined with the sponge. This results in an unbelievable natural energy. 
This, in combination with the extreme grippy upper rubber surface, makes it a rubber with a lot of spin.

MAMBO H 

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.8/2.0/max. 42,5° ALL - OFF ex. FAST HIGH

With the rubber ZACK, JOOLA introduces a classic rubber made in Germany onto the market, designed 
specifically for all players who wish to do without an extreme catapult effect and extreme speed. 
Therefore it is a high-quality, all-round rubber, characterized by good control, placement accuracy and 
rotation tolerance. Outstanding durability and an extremely good value for money make the JOOLA 
ZACK a rubber that enthusiasts of classic rubbers, produced with the most modern German technology, 
cannot afford to miss.

ZACK 

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.9/max. 42,5° ALL/OFF- FAST HIGH

The TOPSPIN C uses the surface of our old Topspin rubber. The secret of this unique rubber lies in the 
composition of the sponge. This combination of highly grippy upper rubber with a special sponge results 
in a defensive rubber for perfectly safe defensive play, extreme variations in chop, and superb response 
to the opponent’s topspin.

TOPSPIN C

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.2/1.5/1.8/2.0 38° DEF-- ALL MEDIUM EXTRA HIGH



New well-priced JOOLA rubber that meets high demands. The medium hard, green sponge com-
bined with the extremely grippy surface provides excellent “speed feeling” and also suits the 
player that needs full power far away from the table. JOOLA UPP is not for beginners but an alter-
native for players who request an adequate and top modern competition rubber at an attractive 
price! 

The logical answer, to offer a low-priced rubber for the player with a low budget. Don’t be fooled by the 
price, this is not a rubber for beginners, but an offensive allround rubber of the best Japanese quality – 
ideal for the controlled offensive player. The rubbers are ideal in combination with the blades ROSSKOPF 
ALLROUND or EAGLE MEDIUM. Amazing value for money.

The 4 ALL offers slightly more control than the 4 YOU. The 4 ALL is a classic allround rubber, which is 
excellent for the developing player. The 4 ALL rubber provides excellent control and is still fast and 
dynamic, so that all basic strokes can be played without effort.

JOOLA AXXESS is perfectly designed to meet the requirements of ambitious beginners. The soft (37.5°), 
small porous sponge in combination with narrow pimples give the player excellent ball feedback and 
allround flexibility. The advantages of the JOOLA AXXESS come into full effect when learning specific 
stroke techniques or when ball control is of vital importance. The extremely grippy and elastic upper 
rubber also allows strokes with tremendous spin that will trouble any opponent.

UPP

AXXESS

4YOU

4ALL

RUBBERS12

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.6-1.8/1.9-2.1 37,5° DEF ex./ALL MEDIUM HIGH

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.5/1.8 43° DEF-/ALL LOW LOW

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.5/1.8/2.0 40° DEF- - OFF- MEDIUM MEDIUM

COLORS PIMPLES

IN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.6/1.9/max. 35-37° DEF ex. - OFF- MEDIUM HIGH



To be a successful defender nowadays it is extremely important to constantly refine all playing 
components. Cutting defence from half distance is not the only priority any more. Moreover, 
a defensive player has to be flexible. This requires pimple rubbers that enable such playing 
characteristics.

Therefore our goal was to develop a long pimple rubber, together with our longterm partner 
defending ace Chen Weixing, that meets all the requirements of modern defensive play. The 
result of these efforts is the JOOLA CWX.
The pink coloured (50°) sponge with integrated Tensor technology offers enormous opportu-
nities for undercut strokes away from the table, whilst retaining control for disturbing shots 
close to the table due to the sponge hardness and flat trajectory. The grippy micro structure of 
the pimple heads and the flexibility of the narrow pimples also allows extreme chop defence 
with maximum control.

The ORCA can be controlled slightly 
easier than the SHARK. The number 
of long pimples is reduced and the 
pimples are thicker. Therefore blocks 
and attacking shots are easier to play. 
ORCA is particularly suitable for the ag-
gressive disturbing game at the table. 

ORCA
JOOLA SHARK is a long pimpled rubber with 
disturbing effect, which has an extremely 
high number of pimples. A good disturbing 
rubber, it has 3 components, the highest 
possible length of pimples, the highest 
possible number of pimples and the thin 
diameter of pimples. This has been achie-
ved almost perfectly with SHARK. 

SHARK
For many players BADMAN was the 
best and most dangerous “untreated” 
long pimple rubber. With BADMAN RE-
LOADED it is possible to play extreme 
chop shots with dangerous wobble ef-
fect - relive the experience of treated 
long pimples!

BADMAN 
RELOADED

Two of the world’s best defensive play-
ers, Chen Weixing and Latin American 
Champion Liu Song rely on the long 
pimples rubber OCTOPUS. With OCTO-
PUS you can play extreme chop shots 
and also add variation by taking the ball 
early at the table. An extra hard sponge 
pro-vides extremely awkward effects.

OCTOPUS

Sponge
Fine-pored, pink coloured 50° Tensor sponge

for a dynamic and powerful game.

Pimples space
Maximum large space between the pimples,

for a soft touch when hitting the ball.

Pimples head
With micro structure for 

highest spin values.

Pimples
Flexible and long pimples allow controlled and 
varied defence play close to the table and from 

half distance.

CWX

1,5 mm 1,5 mm

1,6 mm

1,9 mm
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COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

LONG

SPONGE

OX/1.3

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

SHORT

SPONGE

45° DEF- - ALL LOW/MEDIUM MEDIUM

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

LONG

SPONGE

OX/0.5/1.1-1.2

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

SHORT

SPONGE

50° DEF- - DEF ex. LOW MEDIUM

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

LONG

SPONGE

OX/0.5/1.0

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

SHORT

SPONGE

40° DEF- - ALL LOW MEDIUM/HIGH

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

LONG

SPONGE

OX/0.5/1.0

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

SHORT

SPONGE

40° OFF- - OFF ex. LOW MEDIUM

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSSPONGEPIMPLES

LONG OX/0.5/0.9 50° DEF- - DEF ex. LOW/MEDIUM EXTRA HIGH

CWX SPONGE



The original anti spin rubber - unrivalled for total control. 
The best answer to topspin and strong spin.

Speed gluing became popular with short pimple players a long time ago. The time is now right to int-
roduce EXPRESS ULTRA, the pimples out version with incorporated speed glue effect – the short pimple 
designed for professionals and ambitious offensive players.

The AMY CLASSIC VERSION has very soft 1.0 mm sponge and is therefore slightly harder to control – 
however, the spin reversal when blocking is considerably more dangerous. In addition, this rubber also 
allows attacking and wobble shots.

A short pimpled rubber using the TENSOR effect and the result is not surprising: softer, more control and 
more spin but also with dramatic effects from the pimples. For passive blocking, TENSOR absorbs the 
energy but for active blocking and attack the rubber really explodes.

The AMY CONTROL VERSION has a novel, very thin sponge, providing good control. Even hard topspins 
can be returned without any problem.

TONI HOLD

EXPRESS ULTRA

AMY CLASSIC VERSION

TANGO ULTRA

AMY CONTROL VERSION

RUBBERS14

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

SHORT

SPONGE

2.0/max. 35° DEF ex. - OFF FAST MEDIUM

COLORS PIMPLES

ANTI-SPIN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.0 25° DEF - ALL LOW LOW

COLORS PIMPLES

ANTI-SPIN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

0.7 48° DEF- - ALL LOW LOW

COLORS STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESSPIMPLES

SHORT

SPONGE

COLORS PIMPLES

ANTI-SPIN

SPONGE STRATEGY SPEED SPINHARDNESS

1.5/2.5

2.0/max. 35-37° ALL - OFF ex. FAST

40°

MEDIUM

DEF- - DEF ex. LOW LOW



Tensor
Incorporated inner tension in the sponge 
and upper rubber. More elasticity, more 
spin, more speed and more feeling.

Geo-Force Power
Newly designed pimple arrangement with a more 
hollow space between the single pimples provi-
des maximum spin and best possible control. 

Geo-Sponge Power
Innovative macropore sponge design that 
increases the catapult effect therefore 
enabling higher ball trajectories. 

Green Power
Performance achieved from fresh 
gluing is permanently incorporated 
into the rubber.

Geo-Grip Power 
This develops significantly more grip of the 
ball for more spin due to an intense friction 
surface structure.

Rubber Technologies

Table tennis rubbers differ as 
follows

JOOLA has made the decision to cease using the old numerical system of rubber 
rating. 
We believe that our new classification system is easier to understand and that 
an exact classification into very precise ratings is impossible and highly sub-
jective.

We will keep the traditional categories of playing features, but classification now 
has only 4 levels:  

PIMPLES IN
THE „standard“ rubber. Combination of upper rubber (pimples pointing in-
ward) and sponge, available in thicknesses of 1.0 – 2.3mm.

SHORT PIMPLES
Rubber with pimples upper rubber (pimples pointing outward). Short 
pimples are especially used for blocking and counter play.

LONG PIMPLES
Available without sponge (ox) or with different sponge thicknesses. Long 
pimples are for blocking/disturbing game at the table as well as chopping 
from half distance.

ANTI-SPIN
Combination from plain upper rubber and sponge. The plain surface facili-
tates returning of balls with a lot of rotation (service, spin).

SRT (Sticky Rubber Technology)
The innovative technology gives stickiness to the 
rubber. Improved adhesive force at the moment 
of contact provides extreme spin, therefore 
avoiding slipping of the ball.

PIMPLES

ANTI-SPIN

PIMPLES

LONG

PIMPLES

SHORT

Classic, pure defensive play behind the table with occasional attacking shots.

Modern defensive play, also at the table, with positioned offensive shots.

Modern defensive play using special rubbers (e.g. Badman), aimed at disturbing 
the opponent’s offensive play.

All techniques/stroke variations are played. Controlled shots, various rotation 
shots and positioned shots are more important than speed. One stroke side (usu-
ally backhand) is focused on blocking or counter play.

Various topspin techniques, often from half distance are paramount. Offensive 
play with precise attacking shots and variation of topspin. Often shots with later 
hitting of the ball and higher ball trajectory are played.

Dominant topspin strokes from both sides. Topspin is not only the preparing but 
also the point-making stroke.

Offensive players with uncompromising risk tolerance. Speed oriented stroke 
and power spin are paramount. Speed is prior to spin and variations. 

In order to choose the most suitable equipment every player should decide into 
which playing strategy they fall.

Playing strategies

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

DEF-

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

OFF-

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

DEF

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

OFF

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

DEF extreme

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

OFF extreme

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

ALL

HARDNESS
In addition the rubbers are classified accordig to the hardness of the spon-
ge (degree). The harder the rubber the more speed. The softer the rubber 
the more sensitive and controlled. 

SPEED
Defines speed of the ball when catapulted from the player’s racket. The 
higher the speed of the blade the higher the ball bounce. For beginners we 
recommend rackets with with less speed.

SPIN
Defines rotation produces by hitting the ball. The higher the grip of a rubber 
the more rotation can be given to the ball by touching. 

The playing feature 
Categories
In General JOOLA differentiate four categories of playing features, each illustrated by an 
App. 

RUBBERS 15

STICKY RUBBER
TECHNOLOGY

Rubbers are available with different sponge thickness from ox – 2.mm.
The thicker the sponge the faster the rubber.
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HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS, 

PLAYABILITY, INNOVATION



Tear resistant and high elasticity are the outstanding 
features of the PBO fibre.
Poly(p-phenylen-2,6-benzobisoxazol (PBO)) is a syn-
thetic Polymer which is also used in formula 1 cars 
and aeronautics because of its unique characteristics.

In tests it was established that the interweaving 
of the PBO fibre bundles with the carbon fibres ( in 
chessboard pattern ) provide unique playing features 
for table tennis blades.

On the one hand the blade gains stability through the 
combination with the PBO-c fabric, and on the other, 
the elastic PBO fibre and the slightly harder carbon 
fibre result in a softer stroke feeling. This ideally suits 
a spin dynamic but controlled offensive play. The en-
larged sweet spot also guarantees an even bounce 
and therefore reduces the error rate.

Our new blades JOOLA “Nobilis PBO-c” and JOOLA “Ze-
lebro PBO-c” show how the PBO fibre in combination 
with proven carbon refine a table tennis blade and 
make it something absolutely unique.

PBO-c –  
HIGH TECH FIBRES – 
FOR UNIQUE PLAYING FEATURES

BLADES18
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The new JOOLA Nobilis: The name says it all!

Only the most precious and high-quality materials are used for this blade. The design 
and excellent workmanship in every detail speak for themselves.
The structure of the single veneers and layers make the JOOLA Nobilis special: the 
PBO-c fibres are directly placed on the Kiri core veneer. The 1.2mm hard Hinoki outer 
veneers give the blade a prolonged ball contact time in addition to the traditionally 
good playing feel and allow the most extreme spin ball at high trajectory. This con-
struction gives the blade stability, elasticity and a lot of force, enabling very precise 
play even at high speed. The interaction of the individual components make the 
JOOLA Nobilis PBO an offensive blade that is more than just fast: balanced, good spin, 
precise with pure feeling. The JOOLA Nobilis PBO - in its own class!

BLADES20

NOBILIS PBO-c

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

FAST/EXTREME HARD 157x151OFF- - OFF ex. 7,1 100x25 100x24



The new JOOLA Zelebro PBO is an absolutely top class blade, only the best materials 
are used. This 7-ply offensive miracle develops explosive and direct power without 
loosing control. 
The centrepiece of the sensitive JOOLA Zelebro PBO-c is the synthetic PBO Poly(p-
phenylen-2,6-benzobisoxazol) fibres, plain woven with the carbon bundles, directly 
positioned under the Limba upper veneer. This causes an enlarged sweet spot, a lot 
of dynamics and a medium hard stroke at flat trajectory due to the interaction of the 
ratio of natural woods ((Limba,Kiri,Koto) and the PBO carbon fibre fabric. The vibrati-
on dampening effect of the PBO-c compound and the even ball bounce are ideal for 
all players preferring direct offense and precise positioning.
This blade is an asset in every playing situation which is exactly what players expect 
from a blade!

BLADES 21

ZELEBRO PBO-c

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST HARD 157x151OFF- - OFF ex. 5,7 100x24 100x23



PETRISSA SOLJA
World Cup 2017: 
Ladies singles 3rd Place

Europe Top 16 2017: 
Ladies singles 2nd Place

Olympic Games 2016: 
Silver Medalist Team

European Championships 2016: 
Ladies doubles 2nd Place

European Championships 2013: 
Ladies doubles 1st Place

BLADES22



This blade, used by the current world ranked no.15 and bronze medal winner at the 2016 Olym-
pic Games with the German women’s team, impresses by a perfect combination of speed and 
playing feel. Since the introduction of the plastic ball, Peti has been looking for a blade that 
meets her high requirements. A blade that provides a lot of dynamics for her offensive game 
and also offers maximum feeling and precision in block and counter duels.
The balanced playing features of the 7-ply JOOLA P.SOLJA OFF+ are the result of the special ve-
neer combination. High-quality Hinoki outer veneers provide for a sensitive and direct stroke in 
all playing situations. Carbon fibre directly on the Kiri core veneer provides an enlarged sweet 
spot and the necessary speed development.
The JOOLA P.SOLJA OFF+ is an offensive blade for players of all classes who prefer a blade with 
a special touch.

P. SOLJA OFF+

P. SOLJA OFF-
This sensational 5-ply full blade is convincing for players of all performance levels. The secret of 
the P.SOLJA OFF- is the balance of speed, lightness and ball feeling. The slightly thicker Limba 
outer veneers give the P.SOLJA OFF- a longer dwell time and therefore a high trajectory, which 
benefits players who spin. 
The soft pine veneer conveys an equally soft stroke feeling to the player and provides maximum 
ball control in critical situations.
The P.SOLJA OFF- impresses by its extraordinary playing features. It can be used in many ways 
and is suitable for all playing types from half-distance topspin players to block and counter play 
at the table. 
The P.SOLJA OFF- takes the modern allround game to the next level!

BLADES 23

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST/EXTREME HARD 155x151OFF- - OFF ex. 6,3 101x26 101x23

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

MEDIUM/FAST MEDIUM 156x149ALL - OFF 5,8 100x25 100x23



JOOLA presents a top class blade with the JOOLA AIR FIBRE. The single wooden veneers are 
selected very carefully according to the highest quality standards.
This enables the guarenteed feather-weight of 59-60g. The 4mm thick Balsa core, which is 
encased on both sides by high quality fiber glass, produces „pure ball feeling“ with excellent 
control values. It is an experience to play with this blade! The JOOLA AIR FIBRE is probably the 
only blade worldwide, which is guarenteed to weigh a maximum of 60 grams!

The JOOLA AIR CARBON is the offensive version of this series. The JOOLA AIR fundamental 
character is maintained, due to the 5mm thick Balsa core: unique playing feeling and controlla-
bility. This version is also an absolute lightweight with a guarenteed 71-72g. The player profits 
from the saved power and can invest it in his/her game. Due to the two Carbon layers, the 
JOOLA AIR CARBON gains also in speed and precision for the offensive game!

JOOLA presents two first class blades classed into the lowest weight category. Due to a special drying process and a prolonged 
storage period of the wooden veneers, the moisture in the wood has been extracted to a very high degree. The result ist two 
extremely light blades with excellent playing characteristics. The player needs less power to hold the racket, which can then be 
invested in concentrating on controlled movements when playing a shot.
A special and costly selection process during each production step guarentees that the given weight values are strictly followed 
and are guarenteed by JOOLA.

WINNING IS SO EASY

BLADES24

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST/EXTREME HARD 155x149OFF- - OFF ex. 7,6 100x25 100x23

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

MEDIUM MEDIUM 155x149ALL/OFF- 6,1 100x25 100x23

AIR CARBON

AIR FIBRE



TPE FEELING

TPE PERFORM 

TPE NATURE 

TPE FIGHT 

High value OFF blade with an exclusive „burned“ Hinoki top layer. The noble Hinoki which is 
heated up using a special technique, ensures a high stiffness and consistent, balanced playing 
features on the whole face of the blade. The employed Ayous and Koto veneers make the 
blade very controllable without losing much speed.

A progressed development of the JOOLA classic „Rosskopf-Emotion“. The selected Hinoki top 
layer is specially heated – due to this the blade is even more resistant against bending and gu-
arantees high control even when carrying out the fastest shots. The built-in Carbon fibers not 
only enlarge the Sweetspot, but also help produce a higher, more spin-orientated ball flight.

A true rarity are very light, natural Limba veneers, which do not only ensure the JOOLA Nature 
a noble appearance, but also an exceptional feeling. This experience is supported by a seven 
layer build-up of Ayous veneers. Offensive topspin balls, hard smashes or well-placed block 
balls, the JOOLA Nature is aggressive but still tame. A playing feeling which every player 
dreams of.

A special type of Aramid fiber blade. On top of the high value Kevelar Carbon texture (Kevelar 
owns the largest specific tear resistance related to the weight), only particularly high value 
and selected materials are used in the production of the JOOLA FIGHT. The extremely quick 
blade also allows topspin balls to be played with feeling and a lot of spin. Surprising and point 
winning speed changes are possible, especially when playing long spin rallies.
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5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

FAST MEDIUM 156x152ALL . OFF 7 103x26 101x23

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST HARD 156x152OFF- - OFF ex. 6,1 103x25 101x23

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

EXTREME EXTRA HARD 156x151OFF - OFF ex. 5,9 104x25 102x23

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST MEDIUM 156x153OFF- - OFF ex. 6,4 103x26 101x23



ROSSKOPF FIRE
The classic among fast offensive blades! Seven specially selected veneers provide high torsion 
rigidity. The blade impresses with its dynamic and is ideal for a speed orientated attacking 
game close to the table. JOOLA – top quality at a great price – a blade for the highest demands.

The carbon fibre core of the blade creates an enhanced sweet spot which results in excellent 
control. In comparison with other blades with carbon core, the ROSSKOPF EMOTION impres-
ses with a relatively soft feel and a high trajectory, due to the specially selected Hinoki 
surface. The blade offers the best possible balance between feeling in passive and speed in  
active play.

ROSSKOPF EMOTION 
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BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST HARD 156x152ALL - OFF ex. 5,9 103x25 101x23 101x25

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST MEDIUM 156x149OFF-/OFF 6 100x25 100x23 100x25



ROSSKOPF FORCE

ROSSKOPF ALLROUND
The most popular JOOLA blade, it provides ideal control values due to the special 7-ply cons-
truction and conveys excellent ball feeling. With the ROSSKOPF ALLROUND you always have 
the right answer, in sensitive attacking as well as block and counter play.

ROSSKOPF JUNIOR
The ROSSKOPF JUNIOR is the exact reproduction of the ROSSKOPF ALLROUND. The blade is 
specially designed for children with a smaller and thinner handle. In order to keep the balance 
of the blade the surface is slightly smaller. The result is the ROSSKOPF JUNIOR, the ideal blade 
for children.

For the uncompromising offensive player who wants a hard, direct and modern carbon blade, 
the ROSSKOPF FORCE is a must. Due to the flat trajectory and the enormous acceleration, this 
offensive blade will convince every player that wants to force the direct point with fast stro-
ke spins. The exclusive design and the excellent playing characteristics make the ROSSKOPF 
FORCE a bestseller.

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

EXTREM EXTRA HARD 155x151OFF - OFF ex. 6,3 104x25 102x23 101x26
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JUNIOR

JO
OLA JUNIOR-HOLZ

verkle in ertes B la tt & kürzerer Gr
iff

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

MEDIUM SOFT 156x149ALL/OFF- 6,1 100x25 100x23 100x25

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

MEDIUM SOFT 151x145DEF- - ALL 6 92x22



Aruna Off is the current blade of the JOOLA top star, which he already used at his sensational 
performance at the World Cup 2014 in Düsseldorf. The only thing that has been modified is the 
design.
Ideal feedback for a good ball feeling and high controllability are the major features. Despite 
this, the 7-ply blade still increases rotation at topspin in an ideal way. The Aruna Off also has the 
necessary power for maximum speed due to it’s modern carbon technology.

ARUNA OFF+
Fast, aggressive version of the new Aruna blade series, that shows all it’s potential when playing 
quick topspin shots. However, the basic attribute was maintained: ideal feedback for ball feeling 
and controllability.

ARUNA OFF

aruna quadri
Olympic Games 2016:
Men‘s singles 5th place

African Championships 2016:
Men‘s singles 2nd place

African Cup 2016:
Men‘s singles 1st place
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5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

EXTREME HARD 155x151OFF/OFF ex. 6,3 101x26 101x23

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST HARD 156x152ALL - OFF ex. 5,9 103x25 101x23



The K6 with the Round About Grip technology is a blade of the highest quality. The K6 is an offen-
sive blade without compromise – the middle layer made of Blue-Texalium guarantees excellent 
stiffness which means that it is almost distortion-free and the size of the sweet spot remains 
consistent. Speed and control of the K6 offer perfect playing balance and the RAG grip guarantees  
excellent ball feedback.
JOOLA K6 – a modern and extremely ambitious high-tech blade that guarantees all require-
ments of a competition blade, especially for top players. 

K6

The JOOLA K5 does not only fall into the category of first class high-tech blades due to its 
exclusive design! In practice, vibration control is achieved through the RAG technology and the 
JOOLA “honey comb”, which is almost legendary amongst experts. With these features the K5 
has become an established bestseller.

K5

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST HARD 158x151ALL - OFF ex. 6,5 101x25 101x23 100x25

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

FAST MEDIUM 156x151OFF- - OFF ex. 6 101x25 101x23 100x25

The Carbon-NetT-Material was used for the first time in the JOOLA K7. Carbon-NetT is lighter 
than other carbon fabrics and still provides the wanted stiffness that is responsible for the 
speed of the blade. The Enzo layers used at bonding provide high control, which can’t be 
taken for granted on carbon blades. The RAG handle, exclusively developed by JOOLA, additi-
onally increases this control.

K7

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

EXTREME HARD 158x151OFF- - OFF ex. 6,3 100x25 100x23 100x25
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FALCON FAST
7 layered blade with excellent well-controlled offensive characteristics. The top veneers consi-
sting of „Lymph-Wood“ provide the speed, whereas the 5 Ayous-layers are responsible for the 
required control.

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST MEDIUM 158x151ALL/OFF- 6,4 101x24 100x22 100x24

FALCON MEDIUM
Pure control – that is what the 4 Ayous-layers in the FALCON medium stand for. The mid-veneer 
which consists of „Tung-Wood“ provides the necessary stiffness for hard topspin balls.

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

MEDIUM SOFT 158x151DEF - ALL 6,8 101x26 100x23 100x24

FALCON FAST+ 
High quality veneers in an exceptional composition: the offensive blade with „soul“ is alive for 
every shot and allows precise balls to be played, especially at high speed. The soft „White Birch“ 
mid-veneers are responsible for the high control values.

 

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST MEDIUM 158x151ALL - OFF 5,8 101x24 100x23 100x24
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The EAGLE FAST, a low-budget balsa blade. The high quality manufactured offensive blade 
weighs only 70 grams. One should not philosophise too long about the special playing features 
– you have to experience it for yourself. And with this JOOLA blade it feels as though you can 
do nothing wrong.

EAGLE FAST

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

FAST SOFT 156x152ALL - OFF 8,3 104x25 102x23 101x26

High control, good speed, very low weight and a fabulous price are the secrets of the EA-
GLE MEDIUM. The blade that allows ambitious table tennis players the fun of playing table 
tennis has its origin in a well-engineered and proven production technology. Because of the 
well-balanced speed and control, the EAGLE MEDIUM is also suitable as a beginner blade for 
children and youth training.

EAGLE MEDIUM

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

MEDIUM SOFT 156x152DEF ex. - OFF- 6,1 103x25 102x23 101x26

The EAGLE CARBON EXTREME offers sheer carbon fun. Its subtle, anthracite coloured design 
signals the drop-dead carbon philo-sophy of the blade. 
The hard, carbon-reinforced core is veneered with Kiri wood and provide it‘s complete cont-
rolled power. The sweetspot, enlarged by carbon, guarantees the best possible ball feeling for 
the player. The noble design is eye catching.

EAGLE CARBON EXTREME

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

EXTREME HARD 156x152OFF- - OFF ex. 6,5 103x25 101x23 101x26



Error-reducing, 5-ply All+ blade, especially addressing the controlled, observant offensive play-
er, who wants to dominate the opponent by means of counter-attacking.

MIKADO ALL+

Speed-controlled, 5-ply Off blade with plenty of spin, ideal for a spin-orientated offensive 
game. The blade generates a good curve when playing topspin shots, even away from the 
table, guaranteeing control of the game.

MIKADO OFF

Speed-dominant, 7-ply Off+ blade for the point-orientated topspin and smash player. The in-
telligent veneer combination provides excellent feedback of the blade, thus enabling an easy 
control of it’s aggressiveness.

MIKADO OFF+
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5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

FAST SOFT 157x150OFF-/OFF 6 100x22 100x23

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

MEDIUM SOFT 157x150OFF- - OFF ex. 5,6 100x22 100x23

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

EXTREME MEDIUM 157x150OFF-/OFF 6 100x22 100x23



SPIRIT ALL+

SPIRIT OFF+

SPIRIT OFF

The employed veneers of Balsa and blue Ayous for the 4,5mm strong core make the SPIRIT 
ALL+ an excellent to control allround blade of the slightly more offensive type with great 
feeling. The approximately 80g heavy blade lies well in the hand and guarantees fun when 
playing.

The highlight of the SPIRIT series! The 6,5mm thick core (Balsa with black and therefore harder 
Ayous veneers) guarantees the highest speed and hardest topspins. The optimal bending 
strength (due to the special gluing of the core) and the employment of the 0,8mm thick Koto 
top veneer ensure that speed is the greatest aspect of the blade.

The core layer of the SPIRIT OFF is 6mm thick. The thicker Balsa veneer in connection with 
the red Ayous layers make the blade much faster and less elastic. This guarantees controlled 
counter and topspin balls at high speed.

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

MEDIUM SOFT 156x152ALL/OFF- 6,4 104x25 101x23

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

FAST MEDIUM 156x152OFF-/OFF 8,1 104x25 101x23

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

EXTREME MEDIUM 156x152OFF/OFF ex. 9,1 104x25 101x23
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WSI technology (Wing Shaft Integration) provides a totally new feel. The handle is integrated 
into the blade like a wing thus providing excellent stability. The layers of precious Hinoki are 
aerodynamically shaped into the handle so that the grip fits perfectly in the hand. 
The combination of veneers provides well-balanced playing features and is ideal for players 
with a lot of spin and a precise blocking game.

WING MEDIUM

The classic JOOLA blade Wing Medium is now also in a special child and youth version available. 
It is the first time that the JOOLA WSI technology is being employed in a junior blade. In this 
procedure, the handle is drawn into the face of the blade in the shape of a wing, giving the 
blade an improved stability. The built-in elements, which are made of high quality Hinoki, are 
sanded down in the handle so that they are extremely round. This develops an amazing feeling 
of the handle, especially for small hands.

WING MEDIUM JUNIOR

The FLAME FAST proves the fact that high speed and good control don’t have to be a contra-
diction. The precious 0.8mm Hinoki upper layer, in combination with the BURNtec finishing, 
guarantees an extra class blade for all offensive players. The hard Kiri core veneer provides the 
necessary torsion rigidity in order to generate maximum power for aggressive top spin shots. 
A high class blade for all players, that take advantage of top spin play.

The VIVA is a remodel of the legendary VIVA blade. 
The 7 layer blade offers excellent balance, which  is the basis for the extraordinary spin fea-
tures. The VIVA is a proven top offensive blade at an unbeatable price.

An almost perfect blade with high stability and precise alignment of the centre core. 
The lightweight Meliorate Carbon provides not only an extra large sweet spot, but also perfect 
balance. The Limba veneers allow you to feel the bounce of every ball and therefore give the 
blade extreme control.

FEVER

VIVA

FLAME FAST
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JUNIOR

JO
OLA JUNIOR-HOLZ

verkle in ertes B la tt & kürzerer Gr
iff

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

MEDIUM MEDIUM 155x152ALL/OFF- 6,2 103x25 101x23 101x25

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

MEDIUM MEDIUM 152x148ALL/OFF- 6,2 96x22

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST HARD 155x151OFF- - OFF ex. 5,9 103x25 102x23 102x25

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST HARD 159x146OFF- - OFF ex. 6,6 101x25 101x23 101x25

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

FAST MEDIUM 156x152ALL - OFF ex. 6,8 103x25 101x23



VIKING

BLACK ROSE

Extremely fun to play with, classic Swedish blade that revives the long JOOLA tradi-
tion of blades from Sweden. The 7-ply blade in a classic design guarantees fantastic 
feedback and therefore best possible ball feeling. Quick and well controllable, top-
class offensive blade. 

The new JOOLA OFF blade BLACK ROSE guarantees “pure ball feeling“, due to the 
7-ply combination from selected African veneers and the proven Swedish construc-
tion. The extreme balance between maximum control and high speed make this 
blade a friend of any ambitious player.

COLT OFF SPEED

COLT OFF CONTROL

Lots of power for the active spin player, so that extreme gaming situations can be 
mastered. That is the hallmark of this modern OFF-blade with a balsa core. Together 
with the new ergonomic handle, the Colt OFF stands for pure enthusiasm when 
playing!

Very balanced offensive blade with excellent control in serve and receive situatiuons 
and when playing passively. At the same time, it offers enough power to dominate 
the opponent when playing actively.

The JOOLA COLT series gives the hand optimum grip position, therefore providing even more playing variations. It may feel 
a little unusual at first, but then it will be innovative and finally brilliant. The specially developed ergonomic handle protects 
the wrist and provides ideal power transmission from the forearm. All strokes can now easily be performed because of more 
flexibility in the wrist.

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

FAST SOFT 157x150OFF-/OFF 8,1 108x25

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

FAST MEDIUM 157x150ALL/OFF- 5,9 106x25

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST MEDIUM 158x150ALL - OFF 5,7 101x25 101x24

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

FAST MEDIUM 157x151OFF- - OFF ex. 6,2 101x25 101x23

COLT – FLEXIBILITY IN THE WRIST
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SWEDEN

SWEDEN



The defensive classic blade! 
Specially suitable for anti-top rubbers. The cottonwood veneers are extremely soft 
and very slow providing great control.

TONI HOLD WHITE SPOT

For some time, the Chen Weixing Defensive blade has been one of the most popu-
lar defensive blades. Working with the world class defensive player from Austria, 
we have developed another blade designed for extreme defensive players. 
The CHEN DEFENDER is an oversize blade with considerably more control. The Enzo 
glue layer between two Samba veneers provides greater control and tremendous 
feel of the ball.

CHEN DEFENDER

Designed by Europe’s best defensive player, it is best suited to a variable and cont-
rolled chop defensive game. However, fast topspin shots, as played by Chen Weixing, 
are also possible without any problem. 
The layers of black-cloth in the construction provide increased control.

CHEN WEIXING

Chen Weixing has applied the knowledge gained from training with young Chinese 
players. It is well-balanced for a child’s hand. Ideal relation of speed and control for 
learning basic strokes.

CHEN JUNIOR
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5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

MEDIUM SOFT 152x142DEF- - ALL 6,8 90x24

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

MEDIUM SOFT 165x159DEF- - ALL 5,9 103x25 103x23

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS STRAIGHTTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

LOW EXTRA SOFT 163x155DEF- - DEF ex. 5,7 101x24

BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

LOW SOFT 169x162DEF- - DEF ex. 7,5 101x23



JOOLA has made the decision to cease using the old numerical system of blade rating according to va-
lues of 0-100 or even more. We believe that our new classification system is easier to understand and 
that an exact classification into very precise ratings is impossible and highly subjective.
The most relevant features of JOOLA blades are illustrated as APPs.

Within our product range we distinguish between three different handle shapes.
Flared, Straight and Anatomic.

meliorate CARBON
Very hard and expensive carbon material. 
Large sweet spot, unrivalled control.

CARBON
The classic among the used fibres. 
Increased the sweet spot, reduced vibration.

CARBON CS
Extra catapult effect for speed and spin.

BURNtec
Almost warp-free blade with moisture 
removed.

Flow glue 
Glue used in aeroplane construction provides 
an extremely hard, almost vibration free blade.

RAG 
The veneers are block glued, and  
afterwards cut across and glued again.

MCS – Multiple Compound System
The veneers are block glued, and  
afterwards cut across and glued again.

Junior blade
Blades especially designed for a child’s hand, 
with smaller blade and shorter handle.

Balsa
Soft power with extra feeling  
at lowest weight!

Texalium
Aluminium coated fiberglass fabric, 
large sweet spot, good acceleration.

PBO-c
Extremely tear-proof and elastic high tech 
fibre for unique playing features.
Sensitive touch, outstanding spin dynamics. 

WSI (Wing-Shaft-Integration Technology)
The JOOLA blade innovation with
Wing-Shaft-Integration Technology
Wing-shaped handle reinforcement.

FIBRE
Specially refined VV fibre for highest 
stability and enlarged sweet spot.

Blade Technologies

Handle shapes

BLADE FEATURES

Playing Strategies
In order to choose the most suitable equipment every player should decide into which playing strategy 
they fall.

Classic defensive orientated game 
away from the table with an occa-
sional attacking shot.

Modern defensive game, also close 
to the table, with placed attacking 
balls.

Modern „material“ game with spe-
cial rubbers (e.g. Badman), with the 
aim to disrupt the opponent‘s atta-
cking game.

All techniques/shots are played. 
Controlled shots, variation of spins 
and placement are more important 
than speed. One side, usually the 
backhand side, is focused on blocking 
or counter shots.

Variable topspin techniques, often 
away from the table, are in focus. 
The balls are mostly played with a 
later contact point and have a higher 
ball flight.

Game-determining topspin shots 
from both sides dominate the game. 
The topspin is not only the set-up, 
but also the point-winning shot

Offensive player who plays with 
a lot of risk. Speed-orientated and 
power-topspins stand out from other 
shots. Speed is more important than 
spin and variation.
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Veneers
JOOLA blades consist of 5 or 7 veneers.

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED7 PLY

Touch 
The term „Touch“ is used for classification of response (extra soft, soft, medium, hard, extra hard) when 
the ball hits the blade. 

In general:
The harder the touch (e.g. extra hard) the flatter the ball trajectory.
The softer the touch (e.g. extra soft) the higher the ball trajectory. 

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

EXTRA SOFT SOFT MEDIUM HARD EXTRA HARD

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

DEF-

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

OFF-

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

DEF 5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

OFF5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

DEF extreme
5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

OFF extreme5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

ALL

Handle and blade dimensions

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

As there are considerable differences with regard to handle/blade dimensions, we attach the corres-
ponding values to our blade pages. They should give the idea of actual blade dimensions. To simplify, 
these values are illustrated as Apps. However, there might be minimal deviations due to production.

ANATOMICFLARED STRAIGHT

Speed
Defines speed of the ball when catapulted from the player’s racket. The higher the speed of the blade 
the higher the ball bounce. For beginners we recommend rackets with with less speed.

5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED5 PLY BLADE SIZE THICKNESS FLARED STRAIGHT ANATOMICTOUCHSTRATEGY SPEED

LOW MEDIUM FAST EXTREME
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The new production method for manufacture of the seamless JOOLA Flash provides 
sensational playing features: an even bounce, stable flight, consistent spin and ex-
ceptional durability. 

Box of 3 white

Box of 6 white

Box of 72 white

More than just a training ball!
JOOLA Flip, also seamless, is the ideal ball for club and youth training because of 
its playing features and excellent quality.

Box of 72 white

FLASH

FLIP

PLASTIC BALL 
- SEAMLESS -
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Practise balls made from (high quality) plastic. Ideal for all aspects of club training. 
Proven JOOLA quality with a great value for money.

Box of 72 white

PLASTIC BALL 
- WITH SEAM -

First generation of plastic balls (traditionally manu factured with seam) has become 
well established in the market. Playability is similar to that of celluloid balls. High-
quality, optimum roundness, balanced hardness, good price-performance ratio - 
ideal for club requirements.

Box of 3 white

Box of 6 white

Box of 72 white

SUPER-P

PRACTICE-P
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Quality training ball with an exceptional ratio of price 
and quality. Ideal for young players or multi-ball training 
in your club.

Box of 100 white/orange

120er Ball-Bag white

144er Ball-Box white/orange

The classic among competition balls. 
The quality has been proved a million times. Durability 
and extreme resilience have made this ball one of the 
most played ITTF balls. On top of this, excellent ratio 
of price and performance makes it the ideal club ball.

Box of 3 white

Box of 72 white

Ball box holder with lockable plastic container for at 
least 160 table tennis balls. Solid construction at very 
low weight. Ideal for modern multi ball training. Set up 
or dismantled in 2 minutes. 
A must have for every coach. 

High quality training and leisure ball in 
the ball design of the future. Ideal training aid also for 
beginners, due to „visible“ spin.

Pack of 12

Handy „Ball-Collector“ with a practical telescopic pole 
which makes collecting the balls after each training ses-
sion a lot easier. Foldable upper part, therefore very little 
storage space required. Collection net opening: 40 cm, 
Total length: 2 m

8 balls in different sizes from 27-55 mm.

Pack of 8

Ball box with lid for the safe storage of 15 table tennis 
balls.

Couloured balls bearing players motifs.

Pack of 9

Training balls. High quality at a reasonable price.

Box of 120 white/orange

144er Ball-Box white/orange

MAGICSUPER *** 40

BALLBOX HOLDER

SPINBALL

BALL COLLECTOR

MULTISIZE SET

BALLBOX

FAN

TRAINING

ZELLULOID
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FUNCTIONALITY 

COMBINED WITH 

TOP DESIGN



LINARES
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Two-colour geometric print polo shirt in various colour combinations. 
Moisture absorbant material provides first-class comfort and dry skin.

Material: 100% polyester SUBLIMATION
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Colors: black-red, black-green, navy-lime, blue-light blue

Light-weight, half-long TT shorts with built-in harmonic coloured mesh fabric 
for even more  elasticity and wearing comfort. With two side pockets, elastica-
ted waist and drawstring for width adjustment.

Material: 100% polyester (Dimple Elastic + MICRO DRY FIT)
Sizes: XXS – 5XL
Colors: black, navy

LINARES

MACO
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MILAN
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Polo shirt with fancy colour inserts, available for men and women. Light shirt 
made from high-quality breathable Microdot fabric, very comfortable, dry feel 
and hard wearing.

Material: 100% polyester MICRODOT
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Colors: navy-red, bordeaux-pink, blue-pink, green-black

cotton fabric with stratech provides optimum mobility and pleasant comfort.

Material: 93% cotton / 7% lycra
Sizes: XS – 5XL
Colors: navy-red, bordeaux-pink, blue-pink, green-black

MILAN

MILAN
COTTON

Classic TT shorts for universal use, 2 side pockets, elasticated waistband with string to 
adjust size, without integrated pants.

Material: 100% polyester MESH COOLING
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL  
Colors: black, navy, anthracite  

Longer version of the classic ‘Basic’ table tennis shorts suitable for universal use. Waist 
band cord and 2 side pockets. No inner slip.

Material: 100% polyester MESH COOLING
Sizes: XXS – 3XL
Colors: black

BASIC

BASIC 
LONG
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LADY MILAN
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Feminine cut, short lady shirt with V-neck, matching men’s version. 

Material: 100% polyester MICRODOT
Sizes: XXS – XXL
Colors: navy-red, bordeaux-pink, blue-pink, green-black

LADY MILAN

Skirt matches Lady Shirts MILAN, PADOVA, MATERA, CUNEO and FALK with 
integrated hotpants.

Material: 90% polyester / 10% Elastic
Sizes: XXS – XXL
Colors:  black-white, black-green, navy-blue,  

navy-lime, navy-red, red-navy

MARA
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PADOVA
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Elaborate polo shirt made from high-quality, light polyester micro Interlock fa-
bric. The soft functional material provides maximum moisture control. Coloured 
inserts and dynamic line pattern emphasize the exciting design of this shirt. 

Material: 100% polyester MICRO INTERLOCK
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Colors: navy-red, black-green, red-navy

PADOVA

Light-weight, half-long TT shorts with built-in harmonic coloured mesh fabric 
for even more  elasticity and wearing comfort. With two side pockets, elastica-
ted waist and drawstring for width adjustment.

Material: 100% polyester (Dimple Elastic + MICRO DRY FIT)
Sizes: XXS – 5XL
Colors: black, navy

MACO
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LADY PADOVA
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Feminine cut, short lady shirt with V-neck, matching men’s version.

Material: 100% polyester MICRO INTERLOCK
Sizes: XXS – XXL
Colors: navy-red, black-green, red-navy

LADY 
PADOVA

Skirt matches Lady Shirts MILAN, PADOVA, MATERA, CUNEO and FALK with 
integrated hotpants.

Material: 90% polyester / 10% Elastic
Sizes: XXS – XXL
Colors:  black-white, black-green, navy-blue,  

navy-lime, navy-red, red-navy

MARA
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LUCCA
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Polo shirt in neutral colours for table tennis and leisure, subtle colour contrasts 
on collar and sleeves. The shirt is light, hard wearing and comfortable represen-
ting great value for money. 

Material: 100% polyester MICRODOT
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Colors: black-green, red-navy, navy-red

LUCCA

Standard TT shorts with side stripe. Waist adjustment and 2 side pockets.

Material: 100% polyester MICRO PEACH
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Color: black

Classic TT shorts for universal use, 2 side pockets, elasticated waistband with string to 
adjust size, without integrated pants.

Material: 100% polyester MESH COOLING
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL  
Colors: black, navy, anthracite  

Longer version of the classic ‘Basic’ table tennis shorts suitable for universal use. Waist 
band cord and 2 side pockets. No inner slip.

Material: 100% polyester MESH COOLING
Sizes: XXS – 3XL
Colors: black

BASIC

BASIC 
LONG

SINUS
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CAMPO
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This tracksuit comes in attractive colours and a sporty, dynamic design. Contrast 
stripes on the jacket and pants as well as the JOOLA logo on pant leg emphasize 
the modern look. Easy-care material and casual fit provide excellent comfort. 
Long leg zips for easy dressing. Jacket and pants are available separately.

Material: 100% polyester DIAMOND COOL DRY
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Colors: black-green, black-silver, navy-light blue, navy-red

CAMPO

Embroidered JOOLA logo 
of high quality
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Classic polo shirt with subtle colour inserts, available in men’s and women’s 
version.  Light shirt made from high quality breathable mesh fabric, great 
wearing comfort.

Material: 100% polyester MICRO DRY FIT
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Colors:  navy-red, red-navy, navy-blue,blue-navy,   

black-green, green-black

The elastic cotton fabric provides good wearing comfort and optimal freedom 
of movement.

Material: 93% cotton / 7% lycra
Sizes: XXS – 5XL
Colors:  navy-red, red-navy, navy-blue,blue-navy,   

black-green, green-black

Fitted, short ladies shirt with V-neck, matches the men’s model.

Material: 100% polyester MICRO DRY FIT
Sizes: XXS – XXL
Colors:  navy-red, red-navy, navy-blue,blue-navy,   

black-green, green-black

High-quality tracksuit made from breathable polyester Diamond Cool Dry ma-
terial. Large JOOLA logo on the trouser leg, straight leg with zipper making it 
easy to dress and undress, jacket with straight waist, two side pockets and 
drawstring. Same design as lady’s version. 

Material: 100% polyester DIAMOND COOL DRY
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Colors: black-pink, black-green, navy-red, blue-navy

MATERA

MATERA
COTTON

LADY 
MATERA

RAVENNA

Embroidered JOOLA logo 
of high quality
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Polo shirt in 5 modern colours with a fashionable sublimation print. The mois-
ture absorbing material provides first class comfort and a dry skin feeling.

Material: 100% polyester SUBLIMATION
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Colors: black, navy, light blue, orange, copper

CUNEO

Fitted, short lady’s shirt with V-neck, matches the men’s model.

Material: 100% polyester SUBLIMATION
Sizes: XXS – 2XL
Colors: black, navy, light blue, orange

LADY 
CUNEO

TT-shorts made from light polyester material with a plain JOOLA logo. The side 
pockets are subtly separated by a grey stripe. In the elastic waistband there is 
a cord to adjust the width. 

Material: 100% polyester
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Color: black-silver

METO

Polo shirt in 3 modern colours with a fashion able sublimation print. The moisture 
absorbing material enables maximum comfort and a dry skin feeling.

Material: 100% polyester SUBLIMATION
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 5XL
Colors: green, red, blue

ARUS
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COMPETITION
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Trendy round-neck shirt made from moisture-regulating functional material, in 
comfortable lightweight material, the logo on the bottom right side completes 
the modern design.

Material: 100% polyester (Function)
Sizes: 140, 152, XXS – 3XL
Colors: anthracite, bordeaux, navy, orange, black

COMPETITION
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Trendy hooded jacket for sports and leisure activities in four different colours. Very 
comfortable to wear due to its warming fleece lining. Two side pockets, elastic 
waistband and wrist. High-closing front zipper completes the look.

Material: 60% polyester / 40% cotton
Sizes: XXS – 3XL
Color: navy, grey, bordeaux, petrol 

DANNY

Classic and comfortable sweat pants with elasticated waist and two side 
pockets, straight cut, open leg without cuffs. 

Material: 65% polyester / 35% cotton
Sizes: XS – 3XL
Color: black

CLUB
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Roundneck T-shirt made of moisture absorbing functional material with a fashionable 
sublimation print. Provides great wearing comfort due to it‘s light fabric. 

Material: 100% polyester SUBLIMATION
Sizes: XXS – 3XL
Colors: blue, red, green

Roundneck T-shirt made of moisture absorbing functional material with contrast 
colour piping and white piping over the shoulders down to the left sleeve.

Material: 100% polyester (Function)
Size: 140, 152, XXS – 3XL
Colors: grey-red, navy-lime, lime-navy

T-Shirt with Samba lettering matching the new rubbers.

Material: 100% cotton
Sizes: XS – 3XL
Color: navy

T-Shirt with large logo print.

Material: 100% cotton
Sizes: XS – 3XL
Color: yellow, navy, red, black

SERA SENTA

SAMBA 19/27PROMO
Urban style T-Shirt with JOOLA logo.

Material: 100% cotton
Sizes: S – 3XL
Colors: black, wine, denim

URBAN
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High quality terry cloth with JOOLA logo.

Material: 100% cotton
Size: 50 x 100 cm
Color: navy-blue, light blue-green

Knitted hat with white JOOLA logo.

Material: 100% acrylic
Size: one size
Color: black-white

Sweatband with JOOLA logo.

Material: 100% acrylic
Size: one size
Color: black

Lined leisure jacket in modern design with contrast inserts at inner sleeves, re-
movable hood and embroidered JOOLA logo, two zipped side pockets and one 
inner pocket.

Material: 100% polyester
Sizes: XS – 3XL
Color: black

Soft terry cloth towel with JOOLA logo, very high quality.

Material: 100% cotton
Size: 70 x 140 cm
Color: black-green

TOWEL

FANO ROVIGO TERAMO

KNITT HAT WRISTBAND
STIQ 17

BATH TOWEL

Ankle socks made from soft stretchy material with half-
cushioned foot, available in two colours. 

Material: 80 % cotton 20% Spandex
Sizes: S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45), XL (46-47) 
Colors: white-black-green, white-navy-red

Calf length socks with logo print on the sides, available 
in 2 colours.

Material: 80 % cotton 20% Spandex
Sizes: S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45), XL (46-47) 
Colors: white-black, white-blue

Calf length socks with logo print on the sides, available 
in 2 colours.

Material: 80 % cotton 20% Spandex
Sizes: S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45), XL (46-47) 
Colors: white-black, white-red
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navy orangeblackbordeaux-pink anthracite navyblack denimwine

navy 

black 

black-green

navy-red

red-navy

black

black

black

black

red

navy

yellow

anthracite

COMPETITION SAMBA

ARUS

blue green red

URBAN

MACO

BASIC

black

navy

PADOVA

black-green navy-red red-navy

LINARES

black-red black-green navy-lime blue-light blue

red-navynavy-red

LADY PADOVA SERA SENTA

black-green blue green red grey-red lime-navy navy-lime

LUCCA

blue-pink

MILAN
polyester
cotton

navy-red

bordeaux-pink

green-blackLADY MILAN

navy-red

bordeaux-pink
blue-pink

green-black

MARA

black-whitenavy-lime red-navynavy-rednavy-blue black-green

METO PROMO

BASIC LONG

SINUS
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CUNEO

black navy light blue orange copper

LADY CUNEO

black navy light blue orange

LADY MATERA

black-green navy-bluegreen-black blue-navy navy-red red-navy

MATERA

black-green navy-bluegreen-black

polyester
cotton

blue-navy navy-red red-navy

light blue-green

navy-blue

TOWEL JOOLA

black-green

BATH TOWEL

CAMPO

black-grey black-green

navy-red navy-light blue

RAVENNA

blue-navy navy-red black-green black-pink

HOODY DANNY

petrol bordeaux

navy grey

CLUB 
black 

black 

STIQ 17
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Stability, flexibility and grip.
Control the game with a table tennis shoe that gives you an outstanding play-
ing feel. The new JOOLA VIVID has been adjusted to the specific requirements 
of table tennis with an attractive design and a choice of subtle colours.

· very lightweight and high-quality table tennis shoe
· ergonomic inner sole provide top comfort and support
· breathable mesh fabric inserts at front and sides 
· extremely flexible and non-slip sole
· available in two colours

Colors: petrol-lime Sizes: 36 - 46
 light blue-pink Sizes: 36 - 43

VIVID
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The top shoe from JOOLA for players of the highest standard. The uppers are 
made from breathable mesh and functional micro fibre which guarantees excel-
lent breathability and comfort. In the sole the proven phylon material is used, 
making it very light and slip-resistant. The legendary EVA inner sole in combi-
nation with the new supination support prevents the foot from deviating out-
wards. The RALLY has been developed for the ambitious player demanding an 
extremely lightweight, non-slip and flexible table tennis shoe that also reduces 
heavy strain on the joints.

Size: 35 - 47
Color: white-blue

RALLY

An absolute highlight among table tennis shoes. The modern and yet functional 
design is specifically tailored to the demands of top performance table tennis.
The newly designed sole with incorporated, extremely soft speed absorbing 
components, perfectly transform even the fastest changes in movement and 
therefore help to implement the sensed playing situation to footwork.
The JOOLA top players Chen Weixing and Daniel Habesohn (European Champions 
doubles 2012) use this shoe. 

Sizes: 36 - 45 
Color: white-red

B-SWIFT

Specially designed for the requirements of elite table tennis, the high quality 
made JOOLA ATOLL is the ideal shoe for players with the highest demands.
The breathable mesh fabric, as well as the extra soft, ergonomic inner sole pro-
vide a comfortable fit. The specifically for table tennis requirements developed 
MD/rubber sole convinces with good grip and enables an excellent sense of ba-
lance. The JOOLA ATOLL offers the best credentials for that, what good footwork 
in table tennis distinguishes: a stable stance and quick changes in direction! 

Sizes: 36 - 46
Color: white-blue

ATOLL
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The new PRO JUNIOR - a shoe specially designed for children, now featuring a 
new design with practical velcro fastenings!
The PRO JUNIOR has a non-slip sole that has been established for years. The 
EVA mid-sole protects children’s joints from too much strain during the growth 
period. The extremely light shoe enables sudden direction chages and supports 
the natural movements of table tennis.

Sizes: 30 - 36
Color: white-blue

JOOLA COURT meets all requirements of modern table tennis. It is extremely 
lightweight and the flexible, grippy sole offers best support for all table tennis 
movements, e.g. a fast lunge or side steps.  The soft inner sole supports the foot 
and the comfortable fit of the JOOLA COURT also provides high wearing comfort. 
A table tennis shoe for everybody at an attractive price.

Size: 36 - 46
Color: white-blue

The classic among table tennis shoes, Touch has been upgraded with a new 
appealing design. The sole, manufactured in the same way for many years, 
provides exceptional grip. The upper material has now been revised and the 
seams and design have been improved. Therefore, TOUCH is still the model for 
all leisure and club players.

Size: 36 - 46
Color: white-blue-red

PRO JUNIOR

COURT

TOUCH
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Ideal travel companion. Large sized roll bag with telescopic handle, one main 
compartment and 4 side compartments. 

Dimensions: 80 x 42 x 36 cm
Color: black-brown

ROLLBAG

Spacious sports bag with main and side compartments.

Dimensions: 68 x 38 x 30 cm
Colors: black-brown, navy-green

Medium sized sports bag with main and side compartments.

Dimensions: 60 x 35 x 27 cm
Colors: black-brown, navy-green

COMPACT TOUREX
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Practical backpack with padded back, ergonomic shoulder straps. 

Dimensions: 34 x 50 x 23 cm
Colors: black-brown, navy-green

Practical bag for coaches and supervisors for documents, laptop etc, with main com-
partment and side compartments on front and back, with padded shoulder strap. 

Dimensions:  37 x 30 x 15 cm
Color: black-brown

REFLEX
COACH

BAG TOBARUCKSACK TOBA
Small, light sports bag with one main compartment and two side compartments in 
modern colour combinations. Very suitable for children.

Dimensions: 47 x 28 x 21 cm
Colors: navy, lime

Small, light rucksack with one main compartment and one side compartment in modern  
colour combinations. Very suitable for children.

Dimensions: 29 x 42 x 15 cm
Colors: navy, lime
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Rectangular bat case for 1 bat with protection against damage. 

Dimensions: 30 x 20,5 x 4,5 cm
Colors: black-brown, navy-green

High-quality rectangular bat case for 2 bats with protection against damage.

Dimensions:  30 x 20,5 x 8,5 cm
Colors: black-brown, navy-green

FOCUS SAFE

Rectangular, padded hard bat case for safe storage of table tennis rackets.

Dimensions: 28 x 19 x 5 cm
Colors: black, blue

Round, padded hard bat case for safe storage of table tennis rackets.

Dimensions: 28,5 x 19 x 4 cm
Colors: gold, blue, black

SQUARE TROX

Nylon bat case with ball compartment. 

Dimensions: 29 x 19 x 2 cm 
Colors: black-green, black-blue, black-red

POCKET ALU BAT CASE
Bat box in aluminium design with foam padded compartment for 1 bat and 3 balls.

Dimensions: 30 x 22 x 5 cm
Colors: blue, silver, black
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TURBO CLEANER

TABLE CLEANER

Anti-static rubber cleaner. 
Regular use extends the durability and the firm grip 
of the rubber.

250 ml

Cleaning fluid for table tennis tables. Removes dust, 
dirt and sweat stains.

500 ml

SPONGES 
AND CLIPS

PROTECTION FOIL

Bag with 50 sponges and 2 clips.

The sheet provides ideal protection for all sensitive rub-
bers.

0,50 m:
10/12 mm black
10/12 mm red

5,00 m:
10/12 mm black
10/12 mm red

50,00 m:
10/12 mm black
10/12 mm red

EDGING TAPE

X-GLUE
VC free glue which provides excellent gluing of blade and rubber after a 
short drying time. The rubber can be easily removed from the blade.

37 ml

90 ml

1000 ml

RUBBER-FOAM-SET
Clipper foam: Cleaning foam for table tennis rubbers. Cleans, protects and 
makes the rubber grippy.
Cleaning sponge: Cleaning sponge made from chamois leather for gentle 
cleaning of sensitive table tennis rubbers. 
Care set: Includes clipper foam and cleaning sponge. In practical transpa-
rent packing, excellently suited as storage box.

foam

cleaner 100 ml

set

Solvent free glue with latex base. 
JOOLA LEX combines the ideal requirements of a table tennis glue – short 
drying time, excellent gluing and easy removal – with the new technical 
expertise of the “non-gluing era”. Outstanding price/performance ratio.

20 ml

100 ml

1000 ml

LEX
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JOOLA – Epitome of a perfect table tennis table

JOOLA tables with their unique surfaces „Made in Germany“, have 
lost none of their fascination and are still considered the epitome 
of perfect table tennis tables!
The list of events that have been equipped with JOOLA tables Since 
introduction more than 60 years ago, is endless JOOLA also was 
table supplier for numerous tournaments of the Seamaster 2017 
ITTF World Tour, e.g. for the Qatar Open in Doha in April 2017.
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• original JOOLA competition table top, 25 mm
•  extremely fast playing surface due to special processed polyester coating 
• metal frame 60 mm
• automatic system
• stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
• height adjuster
• stable construction with automatic legs
• large 150 mm wheels for easy transport
• double anti-tilting device
• corresponds with Norm EN 14468-1 A high performance sports

blue, green

• original 22 mm JOOLA competition table top
•  extremely fast playing surface due to special processed polyester coating
• metal frame 50 mm 
• Super Compact System – very easy to set up and dismantle
• 4 big central wheels, two fitted with brakes
• stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
• solid rubber height adjustable feet on each corner leg
• corresponds with EN 14468-1 A

blue, green

5000

3000 SC
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66 x 166 cm125 kg22 mm

64 x 175 cm133 kg25 mm



• original JOOLA competition table top, 22 mm
• playing surface with specially processed polyester coating
• extreme even ball bounce
• stable metal undercarriage encased in a sturdy plastic surround
• height adjuster for alignment on uneven floors
•  corresponds with European Standards EN 14468-1 A top performance sport

blue

The undercarriage encasing can be individually designed. Price on request.

• original 22 mm JOOLA competition table top
•  extremely fast playing surface due to special processed polyester coating
• metal frame 50 mm 
•  automatic stand-combi system (wheels can be lifted when playing,  

locking the table in place and leaving it standing on 8 legs)
• stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
• corresponds with EN 14468-1 A

blue, green

• original 22 mm JOOLA competition table top
•  extremely fast playing surface due to special processed polyester coating 
• metal frame 50 mm 
• transport system – four wheels on each half
• stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
• double anti-tilting device
• low storage space
• ideal for clubs with heavy usage
• corresponds with EN 14468-1 A

blue, green

SHOWCOURT

OLYMP

ROLLOMAT
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• original 22 mm JOOLA competition table top
•  extremely fast playing surface due to special processed polyester coating
• metal frame 50 mm 
• classic trestle table design
• stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
• proven, stable construction 
• easy installation due to perfect folding mounting
•  each half with 2 stable wheels for comfortable transport
• corresponds with EN 14468-1 A

blue, green

2000-S

• original 22 mm JOOLA competition table top
•  extremely fast playing surface due to special processed polyester coating 
• metal frame 50 mm 
• transport system – four wheels on each half
• stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
• double anti-tilting device
• low storage space
• ideal for clubs with high usage
• corresponds with EN 14468-1 A

blue, green

DUOMAT

• 19 mm table top
• metal frame
• transport system – four wheels on each half 
•  can be easily set up or dismantled-stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
• double anti-tilting device
• low storage space
• ideal table for use in clubs and schools and 
 for leisure players
• corresponds with EN 14468-1 B

blue, green

TRANSPORT

• original 22 mm JOOLA competition table top
•  extremely fast playing surface due to special processed polyester coating
• metal frame 50 mm 
• transport system – four wheels on each half
• stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
• double anti-tilting device
• low storage space
• ideal for clubs with heavy usage
• corresponds with EN 14468-1 B

blue, green

WORLD CUP
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68 x 167 cm90 kg19 mm

62 x 166 cm106 kg22 mm



•  solid competition net and post set
• net made of cotton-steel thread
• micro vertical adjustment system
• clip system with strong spring snap clamp
• ITTF approval 
• corresponds with EN 14468-2 A

•  stationary net and post set especially for  
the tables ROLLOMAT, OLYMP and 5000  
from construction year 2013 onwards

• disassembly not necessary
• corresponds with EN 14468-2 A

SPRING

PERMANENT
•  solid metal net and post set  

with vertical adjustment 
• clip system 
• corresponds with EN 14468-2 B

KLICK AVANTI
• solid metal net and post set
• smooth-running locking screw
• handy height adjustment screw
• corresponds with EN 14468-2 C

• top model
• solid metal body
• net made of cotton-steel thread
• micro vertical adjustment system
• ITTF approval
• corresponds with EN 14468-2 A

· Solid competition net and post set
· cotton-iron yarn net 
· micro vertical adjustment system 
· excellent price-performance ratio
·  corresponds with EN 14468-2 A
· ITTF approval

WM PRO TOUR

· top model for competition
·  pressure plate and contact area  
with rubber protection

· large contact area 
· large 14mm-mounting screw
· solid metal body
· micro vertical adjustment system 
· cotton-iron yarn net
·  corresponds with EN 14468-2 A  
high-performance sports

WM ULTRA
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• 22 mm improved sandwich aluminium plate
• appealing plastic frame 50mm
• stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
• transport system – four wheels on each half 
• can be easily set up or dismantled
• anti-tilting device
•  absolute weatherproof table with excellent playing  

features for the ambitious leisure player
•  corresponds with European Standards EN 14468-1 C  

leisure sports (high quality)

blue

OUTDOOR TR
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• 22 mm improved sandwich aluminium plate
•  roller undercarriage system, automatic folding legs
• anti-tilting device when folded up
•  absolute weatherproof table with excellent playing features for the ambitious leisure player
• weatherproof net and post set included
•  corresponds with European Standards EN 14468-1 C leisure sports (high quality) 

blue

• table made of fibre-glass reinforced polyester
• very even surface for perfect playing conditions
•  absolute weatherproof – proven against frost, heat, UV radiation and temperature fluctuations
•  solid undercarriage made of substantial rectangle tube, hot-dip galvanised
• easy assembly of legs
•  due to it‘s very solid construction, ideal for public areas, school playgrounds, camping sites
• foundations are not necessary, only level ground
• weight 128 kg
• corresponds with EN 14468-1 C

blue

• table made of an acrylic resin/silicia sand mixture
•  playing surface coated with a layer of acrylic resin, thus very even and free of pores, provi-

ding proper playing conditions
•  absolute weatherproof – proven against frost, heat, UV radiation and temperature fluctuations
•  undercarriage made of solid rectangle tube 50/40 mm, hot-dip galvanised, dismountable
•  assembled by two people without any problems, despite a total weight of 293 kg (the hea-

viest part only weighs 78 kg)
•  because of it‘s very solid construction ideal for public places, schoolyards, camping grounds
• foundations are not necessary, only level ground
• corresponds with EN 14468-1 C

blue

· table made of fibre-glass reinforced polyester
·  very even surface for perfect playing conditions, absolute weatherproof – proven against 
frost, heat, UV radiation and temperature fluctuations 

· solid undercarriage made of substantial rectangle tube
· easy assembly of legs
·  due to it‘s very solid construction, ideal for public areas, school playgrounds, camping sites
· foundations are not necessary, only level ground
· corresponds with EN 14468-1 D
· weight 117 kg
· Net and post set not included.

blue

•  weatherproof plastic net in a practical bag
•  leading model with adjustable height and  

clamping technique
•  adjustable net tension
•  favourable price
•  corresponds with EN 14468-2 B 

• suitable for table EXTERNA and CITY
•  very stable full metal construction, weatherproof
•  very substantial and difficult to maliciously remove 

from the table

•  favourable priced, weatherproof plastic net and post 
set in bag

• adjustable net tension
• corresponds with EN 14468-2 C

EXTERNA

CLIMA

EXTERNA GB

CITY

LIBRE OUTDOOR EXTERNA/CITY
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The JOOLA catch-net – no more annoying collecting of 
the balls.
Compact to store and easy to use are the essential cha-
racteristics of the new JOOLA catch-net. The practical 
folding mechanism, the good finish, the clever rolling 
system and the easy handling make the catch-net an 
essential helper, especially when practising serves or 
doing bucket-ball.

SERVICE 
PRACTICE NET

The BUDDY V300 is set up and ready to use in seconds. 
The ball frequency can be adjusted from 20 to 70. Back-
spin, topsin and oscillation speed are all adjustable.

• fast setup with no tools or extra equipment necessary
• variable frequencies: from 20 balls/min - 70 balls/min
•  variable adjustment of backspin and topspin  
(each with levels 1 to 5)

• built-in oscillator to play from different table positions
• adjustable oscillation speed and ball frequency 
• easy & simple controls
• light weight (approx. 1.1 kg)
• easy storage (Dimensions: 48 x 28 x 28 cm)

Economically priced, practical ball collection net for the 
TT-BUDDY. Easy and fast assembly, fits on the table 
with nets on the sides. The collected balls fall into a 
container or bucket (not included) through an opening, 
making it simple to refill the tt buddy ball container. 

The multifunctional table robot JOOLA ROBOT SHORTY is 
very easy to operate. Variable speed, 8 different rotation 
modes, different trajectories and oscillation provide a 
variety of training and application. 
Collecting net, remote control, large ball container and 
very easy installation and dismounting make the JOOLA 
ROBOT SHORTY an indispensable device for all training 
needs. Including collection net.

Suitable for use with all Buddy robot models.

The TT-BUDDY V100 is the ideal training partner for be-
ginners. The ball frequency can be easily programmed 
with the remote control. Emits topspin balls, the ball 
compartment holds 100 balls. Battery operation (6AA 
batteries not included).

The TT-BUDDY V200 is a full-value robot in an innovati-
ve and modern design. It plays chop, topspin or heavy 
topspin balls and holds up to 100 balls. Due to its size 
and easy operation it is the perfect training buddy, 
suitable for home and leisure use.

• fast setup with no tools or extra equipment necessary
• variable frequencies: from 12 balls/min - 70 balls/min
• 3 different spins: backspin, topspin, heavy topspin
• easy and simple controls
• with remote control
• light weight (approx. 1.1 kg)
• Easy storage (Dimensions: 48 x 28 x 28 cm)

TT-BUDDY V300

NET TT-BUDDYROBOT SHORTY

A/C ADAPTER

TT-BUDDY V200 TT-BUDDY V100
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Advertising on surrounds – excerpt from the ITTF regulations:
•  Lettering or symbols on the inside of surrounds shall not include white or orange  

nor more than two colours and shall be contained within a height of 40 cm; 
•  it is recommended that they be in a slightly darker or slightly lighter shade of the background colour.

Practical plastic construction. Space-
saving practical design to protect against 
damage. 
With additional pockets for “TIME-OUT“ 
and “HOME/GUEST” display. Numbers 
0-30.

With the top new JOOLA umpires table with 2 inbuilt to-
wel boxes you professionally present your court in club 
sports.
The lightweight umpires table can easily be carried by 
one person and is set up in a few seconds. Unlike con-
ventional tables made of cardboard the solid quality of 
the umpires table ensures long-term usability.  

Compact, foldable, very durable plastic 
scorer with numbers from 0-30 (points) 
and 0-5 (sets). Cards made of sturdy, 
non-tear PVC. The solid ring mechanism 
provides easy flipping. 

Practical, low-priced and stable towel box. 
Suitable for multi use. 

Robust, durable manufacture, easy to 
handle, simple to set up and take down 
with an attractive design. 
JOOLA SCORER POINTER is ideal for club 
use, as even when intensively used the 
plastic parts won’t pull out. Includes time 
out cards. 

Matching the JOOLA scorer. Elaborate folding construction, 
no lose parts, with a carrying handle for easy transport. 
Chosen for many international events and suitable for 
club use. 
L 76 cm, H 69 cm, D 34 cm.

Foldable mini plastic score board with 
PVC numbers 0-20 (points) and 0-5 (sets).  
Very space-saving and resistant against 
damage due to its massive construction. 
The double spiral prevents breaking of 
the numbers and provides for very easy 
back and forth flipping. Can be stored in 
the supplied box. 
Dimensions: 
width=23.7 cm, heigth=14 cm 

STANDARD

UMPIRES TABLE WITH 
INBUILT TOWEL BOXES

POINTER

UMPIRE TABLE

PICCOLORESULT

TOWEL BOX

SCORER BOARD
New practical score board for club use. The JOOLA TEAM 
SCORE BOARD can be used upright or suspended. The 
score board can be individually fixed by means of practi-
cal hook-and-loop fasteners and is therefore ideally sui-
ted for any club hall.

SURROUND TRANSPORTER
Robust 40/40 mm steel tube construction. 4 wheels with brakes. 
All parts zinc coated. The special position of the hanging bars allows for the surrounds 
to be hung directly on to the transporter. 4 sets of hangers with a maximum of 14 
surrounds on each.

Dimensions: 
-   Transporter for 2.00 m surrounds: L 2300 mm / W 720 mm / H 1700 mm
-  Transporter for 2.33 m surrounds: L 2360 mm / W 720 mm / H 1700 mm

SURROUNDSURROUND
90 cm high sturdy surround. Very robust and 
compact. Ideal for daily use in clubs. The 
height and design of the net means that it will 
catch most shots so that the flow of play is 
not disturbed.

blue 2,00 m

Neutral: 
green/blue 2,00 m
green/blue 2,33 m

JOOLA: 
green/blue 2,00 m
green/blue 2,33 m
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• Medium sized leisure table
• ideal for small areas for real table tennis
• Net and post set included
• Dimensions: 168 x 84 cm, height 76 cm

blue, green, pink

• Fun table
• Net and post set included
• Dimensions: 90 x 45 cm, height 76 cm

blue, green, pink

· round fun table for family and leisure 
· ideal for exciting round-the-table and single duels
·  ideal for restricted spaces  
(137cm diameter, 76cm height)

· set up and disassembly in seconds
· net and post set included
· dimensions: 137cm diameter, 76cm height
· weight: 15kg

blue

MIDSIZE

MINI

ROUND TABLE

40mm table tennis ball for outdoor use. 41%  
heavier, therefore optimal features to play  
outside; also when it’s windy.

Tube of 3

Carton of 6

OUTDOOR BALL

A plastik racket made to fit the requirements of an outdoor racket. With a high level 
of control, the special surface structure also allows spin development, so that slight-
ly spinny topspin and push balls are possible. Racket is robust and ergonomically 
formed.

Linus Bat: red, blue

Linus Set: 2 bats

LINUS

JOOLA ALLWEATHER – ideal bat for leisure table tennis. 
Weatherproof, extremely robust, anatomically formed and non-slip handle, easy to 
play with due to special rubber structure.

Allweather Bat: red, yellow

Allweather Set: 2 rackets in practical storage box

ALLWEATHER

Four weatherproof rackets, easy playable and in four diffe rent colours. Ideal for 
children’s birthday parties, visits to the swimming baths and barbecues. A highlight 
at every party.

set of 4

TT-SET MULTICOLOR

WEATHERPROFF
NOT 

WEATHERPROOF
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5-ply glued cottonwood plywood, 1.8 mm Smash rubbers
High quality allround competition bat with ergonomic handle for better flexibility and 
improved power transmission from the lower arm. Increased wrist flexibility facili-
tates spin loaded shots that exasperate opponents. The innovative JOOLA Ergonomic 
handle also improves touch and sensation, therefore improving responsiveness in 
all playing situations. The excellent playing features of the 5-ply Ergonomic blade 
are completed by the extremely grippy ITTF approved 1.8mm JOOLA Smash rubbers. 

5-ply glued cottonwood plywood, 1.9 – 2.1 mm Axxess rubbers
The JOOLA Ergonomic Pro is an innovative offensive competition bat with ergonomic 
handle and highest quality JOOLA AXXEESS rubbers. The ergonomic handle adapts 
to the natural stance of the hand and therefore improves the flexibility of the wrist 
and the power transmission from the lower arm. In critical playing situations this 
can produce a variety of stroke combinations. The combination of the blade with the 
made in Germany top rubber JOOLA AXXEESS, creates a truly offensive competition 
bat to take your gane to the limit. The extremely grippy and elastic upper rubber is 
perfect for offensive looping shots, while the 37.5° soft sponge of the JOOLA AXXEESS 
intensifies the feel.
Exceed your limitations and play like a pro!

ERGONOMIC ERGONOMIC PRO

SELECTED TABLE TENNIS BATS FROM THE LARGE 

JOOLA RANGE IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS 

AND AMATEUR PLAYERS
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ROSSKOPF CLASSIC

MEGA CARBON

CARBON PRO

ROSSKOPF GX 75

ROSSKOPF AUTOGRAPH

ROSSKOPF SMASH

High-quality allround competition blade fitted with JOOLA 4 YOU 2,0 mm (ITTF) rub-
bers for controlled, modern allround play. With key ring. Weight 158g

Competition blade with 2,0mm JOOLA UPP rubbers (ITTF approved). Innovative tech-
nologies like the carbon fibre reinforcement increase accuracy while hardly vibrating 
and ensure a variable domination of many shot techniques. 
Sponge: 2.0 mm. Veneers: 5+2 (Carbon). Weight: 187 g

Carbon competition bat in 5-star quality with 1.9 mm high-quality, extremely grippy 
JOOLA 4 YOU rubbers (ITTF). The JOOLA Carbowood Technology provides al larger 
sweet sport, less vibration and more stroke accurazy due to it´s Carbon fibre rein-
forcement. Weight: 174 g

Excellent bat for improving players. Thorough coordination of blade and 2.0mm GX 75 
rubbers (IFF) for competitive performance. Two balls included. Weight 164g.

Competition blade fitted with 2.0 mm JOOLA 4ALL rubbers (ITTF). Excellent playing 
features for ambitious players. With original autograph and key ring. Weight 160g

Good control features of 5 ply selected cottonwood supports grippy 2.0mm SMASH rub-
bers (ITTF). For players with an established technique. Two balls included. Weight 164g
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JOOLA Tischtennis GmbH & Co. KG
Wiesenstraße 13 | DE-76833 Siebeldingen | Germany
Tel. +49 6345-95470 | info@joola.de

www.joola.com 20
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